UPASS RECEIPT
UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO | 200 UNIVERSITY AVE WEST | WATERLOO, ON N2L 3G1

FIRST NAME: ________________________________ LAST NAME: ________________________________

STUDENT NUMBER: ________________________________

DATE: ________________________________

TRANSIT AUTHORITY: GRAND RIVER TRANSIT, 250 STRASBURG RD, KITCHENER, ON N2E 3M6

DURATION: 4 MONTHS (JANUARY 2012 - APRIL 2012)

VALIDITY: WINTER 2012

UPASS FEE ADMINISTERED WITHIN: FEDERATION OF STUDENTS ADMINISTERED FEES

AMOUNT PAID: SIXTY DOLLARS & SIXTY-FOUR CENTS

* ATTACH PHOTOCOPY OF WATCARD

ANDREW NOBLE
FEDS PRESIDENT

PRASHANT PATEL
FEDS VP ADMIN & FINANCE
UPASS RECEIPT*
UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO | 200 UNIVERSITY AVE WEST | WATERLOO, ON N2L 3G1

FIRST NAME: ___________________________ LAST NAME: ___________________________

STUDENT NUMBER: ___________________________

DATE: ___________________________

TRANSIT AUTHORITY: GRAND RIVER TRANSIT, 250 STRASBURG RD, KITCHENER, ON N2E 3M6

DURATION: 4 MONTHS (MAY 2012 - AUGUST 2012)

VALIDITY: SPRING 2012

UPASS FEE ADMINISTERED WITHIN: FEDERATION OF STUDENTS ADMINISTERED FEES

AMOUNT PAID: SIXTY DOLLARS & SIXTY-FOUR CENTS

* ATTACH PHOTOCOPY OF WATCARD

ANDREW NOBLE
FEDS PRESIDENT

PRASHANT PATEL
FEDS VP ADMIN & FINANCE
UPASS RECEIPT
UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO | 200 UNIVERSITY AVE WEST | WATERLOO, ON N2L 3G1

FIRST NAME: ______________________  LAST NAME: ______________________

STUDENT NUMBER: ______________________

DATE: ______________________

TRANSIT AUTHORITY: GRAND RIVER TRANSIT, 250 STRASBURG RD, KITCHENER, ON N2E 3M6

DURATION: 4 MONTHS (SEPTEMBER 2012 - DECEMBER 2012)

VALIDITY: FALL 2012

UPASS FEE ADMINISTERED WITHIN: FEDERATION OF STUDENTS ADMINISTERED FEES

AMOUNT PAID: SIXTY-SEVEN DOLLARS & EIGHTY-FOUR CENTS

* ATTACH PHOTOCOPY OF WATCARD

ANDREW NOBLE
FEDS PRESIDENT

PRASHANT PATEL
FEDS VP ADMIN & FINANCE